TeamXp

TeamXp delivers life-like, hands-on
training to sharpen your team’s
critical thinking, problem solving and
decision making skills – anywhere.

BE PREPARED.
Crisis simulation software for you to
rehearse your own scenarios. Anywhere.
Lorem ipsum

TeamXp is a private, secure web
application to deliver crisis
exercises that YOU create.
Immersive scenario-based training
accelerates team experience,
creates muscle memory and
increases confidence and
calmness. Remove doubts about
your team’s ability to cope in a
crisis and train with TeamXp.

CONTACT
www.conducttr.com
Europe: +44 207 193 4567
USA:
+1 415 287 4150

Virtual Desktop for your Players
Your exercise participants, the players, log into your exercise via a
secure web application and are presented with a “virtual desktop”.
The desktop shows the familiar communications channels that you
have specifically enabled for the exercise.
As messages arrive, players click to open that communication
channel and respond as they would in real life.
Whenever there are messages or new content waiting to be read,
they will see a red dot with a number indicating the number of new
messages for them.
You decide which player roles get which messages.

Facilitator Dashboard for your Exercise
Control team
Exercise control is maintained and monitored via the Facilitator
Dashboard. It’s from here that you can start, stop and restart exercises.
As players respond to the exercise scenario, you’ll see their actions in
real-time: allowing you to gain immediate insights and provide
justifiable feedback.
The facilitator dashboard allows you to (re)assign roles, (re)organize
teams, communicate with players, role-players and observers.
Where the exercise control team have visual contact with players,
they can score player behavior and have these scores displayed
as a table or as a capability radar.

Identify Skill Gaps
Use one or more observers to watch players and assess

You decide what the assessment criteria should be

When human observers are available, use the Assessment Toolkit to design your own
schema of observable behaviours and how these map to capabilities.
Now upload to your private Space and then, during a live exercise, observers can
capture qualitative assessments by scoring exhibited behaviours and checking
expected actions. They can also make textual notes on each player and record voice
notes with the TeamXp Audio Recording app on Android mobiles.
Feedback to players is immediate and specific; and with the capability radar diagram
visually indicative where strengths and weaknesses lie.

How long does it take to create an exercise?
Exercises already available on Excel as a Master Events
List (MEL) can be imported and running in minutes!
Now you can spend as little or as much time as you
like to upgrade the look and feel with images, video,
audio and PDFs.
Think too about the time you’ll save with each
exercise by not managing a myriade of documents,
not printing paper, not creating Tweets in photoshop.
Now imagine how you’re going to impress everyone
because it feels realistic and it’s super engaging.

How easy is it to use?
If you can use Powerpoint then you can use Conducttr
TeamXp. It’s very simple to get started and flexible
enough to fit around the way you like to run exercises.
Will you create exercises for me?
If you need assistance, we’re here to help! Our expertise
is in audience engagement so if you’re the subject
matter expert but don’t have the inclination or time to
learn the software, we’ll create the exercise for you to
run.

How it Works

Scenario Editor

Simulation Space

Facilitator Dashboard

Personas & Role-players

Team Interaction

Data

Quickly and easily create
your own exercises and
deploy your bespoke
scenario to your private
cloud space.

Determine the security and
anonymity required of
participants and have them
login via the secure web
application.

The exercise control team sets
the pace of exercise, monitors
player interactions in real time
and can adjudicate player
decisions.

Simulate scenario stakeholders
with human role-players or
mix-and-match with
computerised personas to
automate where possible.

Test team communication and
coordination by sending
different information to
different roles.

Assess performance with
real-time data via the
Facilitator Dashboard and
deep analysis via the editor.

